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Having trouble with audio? Find the answers here. Make sure the 3.5mm audio socket is fully connected. The direct entrance connects to the headset, and the L-shaped input connects to the audio device. Make sure your sound source works. If the source of the sound is a computer or laptop, try setting
up the configuration. If you're still hearing a distorted sound, try another sound source and an alternative cable. Turn the volume of the source down. Make sure the headset connector is securely connected. For multi-press functions, vary the speed of the press when using a remote/microphone. Be sure to
install the latest software updates on your device. The inline remote control/microphone may have limited functionality with devices that don't work iOS. Make sure the headset connector is securely plugged in and that the socket is clean and clean. Make sure the microphone on the back of the remote is
not locked or covered. Make sure the straight end of the fork is connected to the headphones and the corner L-shaped plug is connected to the sound source. If you're using Beats with your computer, make sure your computer's microphone is installed at the correct input source. Beats Studio3 Wireless
headphones above the ear provides premium sound when blocking external noise with Noise Cancellation Beats Studio3 Wireless Headphones provides premium sound while blocking external noise with Noise Cancel Premium Sound real-time audio calibration retains clarity, range and emotion to deliver
premium listening. Block the external noise that cancels the noise, constantly detects external sounds to block, automatically reacting to individual fit and playback music. Up to 22 hours of listening long-term comfort corresponds to a battery life of 22 hours, and 40 hours of playback when the noise is off.
Easy-to-ear controls take calls and make calls, choose tracks, volume controls, and voice activate with a multifunctional B control button right on your ear cup. Premium sound real-time audio calibration retains clarity, range and emotion to deliver premium listening. Block the external noise that cancels the
noise, constantly detects external sounds to block, automatically reacting to individual fit and playback music. Up to 22 hours of listening long-term comfort corresponds to a battery life of 22 hours, and 40 hours of playback when the noise is off. Easy-to-ear controls take calls and make calls, choose
tracks, volume controls, and voice activate with a multifunctional B control button right on your ear cup. Premium sound real-time audio calibration retains clarity, range and emotion to deliver premium listening. Block the external noise that cancels the noise, constantly detects external sounds for
automatically reacting to individual fit and playback music. Up to 22 hours of listening to long-term comfort corresponds to the battery life of 22 hours, and 40 40 to play when the noise-cancelling is turned off. Easy-to-ear controls take calls and make calls, choose tracks, volume controls, and voice activate
with a multifunctional B control button right on your ear cup. Noise Cancellation constantly detects, isolates, and cancels external noise in real time to play sound the way it was designed over ear headphones Advanced ventilation to assist noise-cancelling technology Ergonomic swivel ear cups Height:
7.2 in /18.4 cm Weight: 9.17 ounces / 260 g Class 1 Bluetooth® via Apple W1 chip, Providing seamless customization and switching for Apple devices, with an extended range and less dropout Wireless audio exchange such as songs, podcasts, or movies with Beats Studio3 wireless and another set of
Beats headphones or AirPods with Audio Sharing1 Micro USB port Android compatible up to 22 hours of battery life with noise cancellation on; Up to 40 hours of battery life with rapid fuel cancellation noise: The 10-minute charge provides 3 hours of playback LED fuel sensor shows a full or depleted level
of charge when connected, and a full, low or depleted charge level when not connected. Rechargeable lithium-ion multifunction button b allows you to receive and receive calls, monitor volume and sound playback, and activate Siri2 Internal and external microphones to measure unwanted ambient noise
and undo it From Beats Studio3 Wireless Headphones Carrying Case 3.5mm RemoteTalk Cable Universal USB Charging Cable Fast Start Guarantee Cards Noise Alert continuously detects, and cancels the external noise in real time As it was designed over ear headphones Advanced ventilation to aid
noise-cancelling technology ergonomic swivel ear cups Height: 7.2 in / 18.4 cm Weight: 9.17 ounces / 260 g Class 1 Bluetooth® via Apple W1 chip, Providing seamless customization and switching for Apple devices, with an extended range and less wirelessly dropout share audio, podcasts, or movies
with Beats Studio3 wireless and another set of Beats headphones or AirPods with audio Sharing1 Micro USB usb port Android compatible up to 22 hours of battery life with noise cancellation on; Up to 40 hours of battery life with rapid fuel cancellation noise: The 10-minute charge provides 3 hours of
playback LED fuel sensor shows a full or depleted level of charge when connected, and a full, low or depleted charge level when not connected. Rechargeable lithium-ion multifunctional B button allows you to receive and make calls, control volume and sound playback, and activate Siri2 Internal and
external microphones to measure unwanted ambient noise and undo its Beats Studio3 Wireless Headphones Carrying Case 3.5mm RemoteTalk Cable Universal USB Charging Cable Fast Start Guarantee Card Guarantee Card Cancel continuously pinpoints, isolates, and cancels external noise in real
time to play sound the way it was designed Over-ear Headphones Advanced Ventilation to aid the noise-cancelling technology of Ergonomics Weight: 9.17 oz/260 g Class 1 Bluetooth® via Apple W1 chip, providing seamless tuning and switching for your Apple devices, with an extended range and less
dropout Wirelessly share audio such as songs, podcasts, or movies with Beats Studio3 wireless and another set of Beats or AirPods with audio Sharing1 Micro USB usb port Android compatible up to 22 hours of battery life; Up to 40 hours of battery life with rapid fuel cancellation noise: The 10-minute
charge provides 3 hours of playback LED fuel sensor shows a full or depleted level of charge when connected, and a full, low or depleted charge level when not connected. The rechargeable lithium-ion multifunction button b allows you to receive and ring, control volume and sound playback, and activate
Siri2 Internal and external microphones to measure unwanted ambient noise and undo it from beats Studio3 Wireless Carrying Case 3.5mm RemoteTalk cable Universal USB charging cable Fast Start Guarantee Card 1 Compatible with all Apple W1 and H1 chip-enabled Beats. Works with the iPhone 8
or later and iPod touch (7th generation) with the latest version of iOS; and 12.9-inch iPad Pro (2nd generation or later), 11-inch iPad Pro, 10.5-inch iPad Pro, iPad (5th generation or later), iPad Air (3rd generation) and iPad mini (5th generation) with the latest iPadOS. 2 Siri may not be available in all
languages or in all areas, and features can vary by area. Internet access is required. Cellular data fees can be applied. © 1996-2015, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates Active Noise-Cancelling Headphones was launched by Bose and Sony for a while now. But Apple-owned brand Beats has several pairs
of active noise-cancelling cans, too. Can Beats Studio3 wireless headphones fit up to competitors? Editor's Note: This article was updated on September 4, 2020 to include information about alternatives and address frequently asked questions about IPX ratings. Related: The best Beats headphones
While plus headphones are comfortable, the tenacious plastic at the bottom of the headband is annoying to wear. Who is Beats Studio3 Wireless for? Bass heads. In short - die-hard Beats fans. iPhone users who want to take advantage of the W1 chip with the high-end headphones that the category has
to offer. Using Beats Studio3 Wireless headphones are made entirely of hard plastic, although the matte finish feels good in the hand. I actually really like how Beats Studio3 Wireless feel in hand, at least at first glance. The headphones are made of soft, matte plastic that is really sleek to the touch. Also,
they are surprisingly not as prone to fingerprints as I thought they would be. I mean, of course, if you touch them with olive oil drenched hands, they'll look like, as you touched them with olive oil drenched hands. But for regular use, fingerprint stains can be destroyed quite easily. Plush ear cups are also
very comfortable, and I I able to wear them for quite some time without my ears hurting. It's really a bit hot after a while, but that's to be expected. Another nice aspect of these headphones is how compact they get when you fold them, crucial to travel. The adjustable strip and loops are the only visible
metal parts, and I can't talk about their durability since I only had them for a few weeks. So far I haven't had any problems though. Well, if you're wondering why I said you shouldn't get these, now is the time to pay attention. Because although the ear cup padding is quite comfortable, the top of the
headband is extremely uncomfortable at the top of my head. The solid, tenacious plastic they use at the bottom of the headband always tugs at my hair enough to irritate. After a while, taking them feels like relief, although my ears are doing well. The button on the left ear of the cup is painful and
unapologetically plastic and sounds cheap every time you press the button. Although Studio3 Wireless headphones are stacked on travel loops, ear cups do not rotate 90 degrees, which can be inconvenient. On top of that, the plastic design does not inspire confidence at all. Now, to be fair, something like
KK35 headphones are also made entirely of plastic, but they are also super flexible. Like, very flexible. Studio3 Wireless feel way tougher, and although I twisted and turned them a bit during testing, you could kind of feel the headphones straining from the pressure, which is problematic if you're sucking
these quickly at the bottom of your backpack. Fortunately, they come with a solid shell holding a case that I would recommend using if you decide to pick them up. How do I connect Wireless Beats Studio3? They come with an audio cable that can connect to a 3.5mm input at the bottom of the left
earpiece. They have several different buttons and, despite the symmetrical look of the headphones, they are all located on the left side (except for the power button). Clicking on the B logo on the left ear cup once will pause or play music, twice will go to the next song, and three times will return to the
previous song. You can also press and hold a button to access your phone's smart assistant. Above and below the b logo where you will find volume up and volume down control. Although, there is no marking to distinguish that they are even there. So if you rip off a plastic sticker that's fresh out of the
box without reading, you'll be left to figure it out on your own, as I was. The bottom of the left ear cup has a 3.5mm input, so you can connect the included audio cable with microphone and remote control. And before you ask, no, it doesn't end with a lightning-fast cable and, no, it doesn't come with a key
that makes sense. Moving on to the right cup you'll find that it looks exactly the same, but does absolutely nothing. It's just a logo. Underneath this you get a power button and five small LED lights that let you know roughly how The battery remains. Double-pressing the power button also allows you to
switch active noise, which is off and off, as long as you're on your iOS device. To switch noise-cancelling from Android, you need to download the Beats app. Then at the very bottom of the micro USB port, which is not a USB Type-C for reasons. The power of the connection was solid and there were no
noticeable passes or problems on iOS or Android. The Beats Studio3 headphones support SBC and AAC Bluetooth codec and have a Class 1 Bluetooth and Apple's own W1 chip. If you're in the Apple ecosystem, you'll automatically be able to use them with all iCloud devices without having to re-pair to
them, which is still very useful. If you're on Android, you'll have to pair a nice 'ol style way by opening up Bluetooth settings, but even that's pretty seamless. The strength of the connection is also strong regardless of the operating system. I'm sure this should be better on iOS, for obvious reasons.
However, about half of my testing was done on my Pixel 2XL, and I didn't experience any annoying passes either, so that's good, at least. Now I'm sure I'm not alone in saying that I watch a lot of YouTube, and Studio3 Wireless offer no delays on iOS and Android. I think it sucks if you're a big fan of old
kung fu movies, but that's good news for the rest of us. How does active noise-cancelling performance work? Editor's Note: This review will soon be updated with an isolation chart. Now it's active noise cancellation that is a kind of point of getting these headphones. You can turn anC on or off in two ways:
one twice to press the power button and the other in the Bluetooth settings app on iOS. You don't have this option on Android, but you can switch an ANC if you download the Beats app. The default headphones always have an ANC, and it adapts to the amount of sound going around you. Related: Best
Noise Cancellation Headphones Battery Life Big Beats claims battery life of 22 hours with active noise cancellation included and 40 hours without. For reference, Bose claims about 20 hours of constant playback on KK35 headphones. In our testing here we got 10 hours and 12 minutes of 100% volume
with ANC enabled, so it's not hard to see how you could push these away in 22 hours if you want to blow out your eardrums. Okay, now let's talk the sound of the only button on the right cup of the ear is the power button at the bottom, which also allows you to turn off or on active noise cancellation if you
double-click it. Editor's Note: This review will soon be updated with the chart response rate. When it comes to headphones, which I'm going to use for hours at a time on plane rides and commutes, I want three things: comfort (which I've talked about), battery life (which is very good), Sound quality. If I'm
on a 20-hour plane, chances are, at some point, I'm going to stare thoughtfully out the window, the window, and listen to my favorite Song Bon Iver as we all do. At this point, the sound quality becomes very important. Now, these headphones are infamous in favor of bass. Lower frequencies are strongly
emphasized, to the detriment of most of the rest. One example that I could point to, which demonstrates it perfectly, is the song Never Look Back at a Slow Club that starts with some slow snaps of fingers that get overtaken significantly when the bass comes in. The vocals that come around at the same
time also don't benefit from hitting the bass. Besides just a general lack of clarity in the vocals, the basic melody is given way more presence that it should have. So if you listen to a song, it will be easier to understand, but about 0:08 seconds, the main melody comes, which is female vocals layered on top
of another vocal singing, that same melody in the lower register. With these headphones, that secondary melody is more or less equal in reaching the main melody, which, by definition, is a secondary melody, should not be so. Heights are hardly better and feel like an afterthought. During the chorus of
Dent May's Cruel World song Cruel World, the plates must be rhythmic in the way they overlap, but they end up sounding more like flat hi-hats without breaking up. Beats Studio3 Wireless vs. Sony WH-1000XM4 Sony WH-1000XM4 headphones are some of the best ANC headphones in the business. If
you have $350 to save on a pair of headphones, I definitely recommend you get a Sony WH-1000XM4 over Beats Studio3. Their active noise-cancelling performance is one of the best available, they offer Bluetooth multi-point among other features, and their audio signature is much more accurate than
Studio3. If you want to save some money, go to the old Sony WH-1000XM3. Related: Best Beats Alternatives If You Buy Beats Studio3 Wireless? I have a hard time recommending them. Studio3 Wireless feel that they were accidentally thrown together just to try to take a piece of the ANC market to the



now ravaged Bose and Sony. They offer a sound significantly worse than both the KC35 and Sony WH-1000XM4, an assembly that feels like it will crack if you bend if too much, and while the ANC is decent, it's no better than its alternatives. I tend to be a little softer with Beats products because I know
they're going to sell anyway, but Studio3 Wireless is bad. For a pair of headphones called Studio you never, ever, ever use them in a studio. Save $350, you don't need these. Related: The best wireless Beats headphones do beats studio 3 wireless have a mic
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